
Guided by goodness, loyalty, 
faith, and fun

Discover 
the di�erence!

We are pledged to the letter and spirit of U.S. 
policy for the achievement of equal housing 

opportunity throughout the Nation. We encourage 
and support an a�rmative advertising and 

marketing program in which there are no barriers
to obtaining housing because of 

race, color, religion, sex, handicap, 
familial status, or national origin.

a COMPASS SENIOR 
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desertpeaksal.com

Morning Star Memory 
Care Neighborhood
What is memory care? Memory 
care, sometimes referred to as 
Alzheimer’s care, is a residential 
home-like care setting designed 
specifically to care for those with 
Alzheimer’s or other dementias.

In Morning Star Neighborhood, we 
provide physical, emotional, social, 
and spiritual support for the people 
who live here. We also provide 
education and peace of mind for 
families who have a memory 
challenged loved one.

Our Morning Star Neighborhood 
care team members undergo best 
practice dementia-specific 
education, including validation, and 
elder-directed, person centered 
training. Progressive 
communication techniques 
facilitate understanding to respond 
with empathy to unmet needs 
expressed verbally and 
non-verbally by the residents.  

Services include arrangement of 
health care appointments, mobility 
assistance, and help with dressing, 
standby and full assistance for 
showering, and personal care 
assistance with activities of daily 
living.



Whether you are a Boomer seeking 
the best for your parent, a senior 
interested in securing your own future 
care, or someone who enjoys the 
companionship and wisdom of elders 
– you are in the right place. Join us for 
an hour, a day, a week, or longer to 
experience what Assisted Living and 
Memory Care Neighborhoods can be.

We are dedicated to meeting wellness, 
social, physical, and cognitive needs 
with emphasis on abilities rather than 
disabilities. We encourage you to be 
independent, to maintain community 
contacts, and to expand your horizons 
by sharing talents, continuing to learn, 

Life Enrichment
A full calendar of engaging, diverse activities are scheduled and ongoing. They are 
tailored to individual preferences and skill levels. Individual, small and large group 
activities can include exercise, nature walks, and gardening; art, music, and singing; 
classes and demonstrations; reminiscence activities; aromatherapy; music therapy; visits 
with community pets; on-site entertainers and celebrations; weekly o�-site outings and 
excursions; and holiday celebrations. Family involvement is highly encouraged.

and exploring opportunities to try new 
things.

Our team members have been here 
for many years and have the heart and 
spirit that sets Desert Peaks Assisted 
Living and Memory Care apart. 
Someone is always on hand, ensuring 
everyone has their needs met and 
weaving in just the right amount of 
additional care as those needs evolve. 
At Desert Peaks, peace of mind is not 
something people dream about—it’s a 
way of life.

We are guided by goodness, loyalty, 
faith, and fun. Join us.

Desert Peaks  
Assisted Living Lifestyle
The Desert Peaks family is a warm, 
loving community as di�erent and 
special as the unique people who live 
here. You will have an opportunity to 
make a contribution to our family, 
which makes Desert Peaks Assisted 
Living and Memory Care the 
distinctive place that it is.

Elders inspire, motivate, guide, and 
direct us. As we work to create an 
empowering, caring, growing culture 
for elders, we are also creating our 
own future. After all, we are all 
elders-in-waiting. 

We recognize that people make all the 
di�erence. Treating people well—with 
respect, trust, care, and good humor— 
can be quite contagious. As a team, 
knowing our ‘true north’ enables us to 
follow the path to do what is right, 
proper and good. 


